What is a CBF Church?

How many CBF churches are there in North Carolina?” is a question I am often asked. There is no simple answer to that question. The problem is with defining what is meant by “CBF church.” In Baptist polity, each church is unique and determines with whom and to what extent it affiliates with other organizations. The way churches relate to CBF and CBFNC, which are also autonomous bodies, is different with each church. In general, there are six primary ways in which a congregation may think of itself as a “CBF Church.”

FINANCIAL
CBFNC’s Bylaws state, “The membership of CBFNC shall be composed of individual Baptists of North Carolina who either: (1) Contribute directly as individuals, or (2) Are members of a church that contributes to the ministries and operations of CBFNC.” CBF has similar language in its bylaws.

So, unlike a convention, the members of CBFNC are not churches but individuals. Still, the majority of CBFNC’s funding comes from churches and the easiest indicator of a church’s affiliation with CBFNC is financial support.

Churches choose whether and how much to support CBFNC and CBF. A few churches support only one or the other. Most support both.

Still, to respect the freedom and individuality of both the churches and each CBF organization (state and national), we list contributing churches to CBFNC once a year in The Gathering (see pp. 8–10) and on our website.

CONSTITUTIONAL
Some churches state in their Constitution or Bylaws that they affiliate or partner with CBFNC and/or CBF. This is a very clear indicator on the part of the congregation that they are a “CBF church.” We don’t have an official list of these churches, as they rarely report this information to our office.

PROMOTIONAL
Many churches promote CBF and CBFNC events and ministries in their publications. Such promotion is a strong indicator that they are involved in and supportive of CBF organizations and see themselves as a “CBF Church.”

MISSIONAL
Many churches, year in and year out, participate in the mission and ministries of CBF and CBFNC. They attend assemblies, send their youth to CBFNC retreats, take mission trips to CBF mission sites, work with CBF missions personnel, apply for CBF funding, work with CBF partners, and engage missionally with CBF in a wide variety of ways. That would indicate that they probably see themselves as a “CBF church.”

MINISTERIAL
Theological education has been a strong component of CBF ministries at the state and national level throughout our history. Pastors, staff ministers, and chaplains find a home in CBF life at a high rate. Many ministers participate in CBF peer learning groups and professional development opportunities. Ministerial search committees often call on CBF staff to assist with their searches. Even when they don’t understand or appreciate all that CBF organizations do, many churches sense that they want a “CBF pastor” who is a servant-leader, not an authoritarian dictator. If their minister is under 50, they probably sought one who attended a CBF partner theological school. Churches who value this kind of minister are in this most critical way a “CBF church.”

SPIRITUAL
As with the previous indicator, some congregations are “CBF churches” in a spiritual sense rather than in an organizational sense. They know they are different from other Baptist churches in their community. They value Walter Shurden’s Four Fragile Freedoms – Soul Freedom, Bible Freedom, Church Freedom and Religious Freedom.”
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